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Market Apps 
  

Translation Apple  Android 
∙      Google Translate, iTranslate FREE FREE 
∙      iTranslate Voice 
o   Speak into your phone and it immediately replies in 
one of 36 languages 

$0.99 Not Available 

∙     Voice Translator Free/Pro 
o   Translate what you say in more than 50 languages. 
o   Dictate text instead of typing it 
o   Listen to the translations (text to speech) 

Not Available FREE (full version 
$3.99) 

∙      Spanish Dict 
o   A full Spanish-English dictionary with over 100,000 
entries. Includes a word game, audio pronunciation, and 
word of the day. 

FREE Not Available 

∙      Occupational Therapy Spanish Guide by Mavro 
o   A tool designed for non-Spanish speaking OT’s to 
quickly get vital medical information from their 
Spanish-speaking clients 

FREE (full version 
$2.99) 

FREE (full version 
$2.99) 

∙      Word Reference Dictionary 
o   Must have a connection to the internet in order to use
this app 
o   Equipped with English to Spanish dictionary and a list 
of Spanish synonyms 

FREE FREE 

·      Dragon Dictation 
o   States in the description that it is available in many 
languages, including Spanish, but I am unsure how to 
demo the Spanish version 
o   Uses voice recognition to convert speech-to-text 

FREE Not Available 

·      Dictionary Pro 
o   English, Spanish, and 12 other dictionaries 
o   Translate English into more than 40 languages 
o   Works with or without Internet 

Not Available $3.99 



·      ColorDict Dictionary+Wikipedia 
o   Search a word and translate a sentence in Wikipedia, 
Wordnet, StarDict  
o   Fast search in online & offline dictionaries at once 

Not Available FREE 

·      PAL 9000 : Translator  
o   Translate phrases and single words using natural 
voices  
o   Conversation mode 
o   Translate using your voice 

Not Available FREE 

·      TheFreeDictionary.com  
o   English, Spanish, French, and 11 other languages 
o   Share definitions via social networks, email, and text 

Not Available FREE 

·      SayHi Translate 
o   Select language speaking and desired language of 
translation 
o Instant speak back translation 
o Has several Spanish dialects 

$0.99 Not Available 

 

Medical/Medicine Apple  Android 
∙      WebMD FREE FREE 
∙     Medical Spanish- AUDIO (by Mavro) 
o   Dictionary of Spanish medical terms 

o   List different categories or chapters of words, such as 

taking a medical history, different diagnoses, etc. 

FREE $3.99 

 

ADL’s Apple  Android 
∙      Autism Activity Routines 
o   Using the principles of ABA 

o Provides photos that serve as visual prompts to 

perform individual steps in common self-care activities 

o   Provides step-by-step picture prompts of common 

self-care and home routine activities 

FREE Not Available 

∙      Receptive Clothing by Class 
o   Multiple pictures of common objects. Clients “touch 

the clothing” to place in category 

o   Could be used to address dressing 

$2.99 Not Available 

∙     Dress Up Free 
o   Client dresses character with clothing 
o   Multiple characters, can change hair/skin  
o   Can print pictures, clothing for seasons & weather 

FREE Not Available 

 

  

 

 



IADL’s Apple  Android 
∙      Voice Shopping List—Spanish (Grocery Shopping) 
o   Prepare a virtual shopping list by naming off the items 

need. Completely customizable Spanish catalog and 

customizable categories. 

o   Save lists to use again. 

$0.99 Not Available 

∙      The Tapas and Cuisine Bible (Cooking) 
o   Contains over 400 recipe ideas, including pictures of 

each recipe 

$1.99 Not Available 

∙      Kid Cart (Grocery shopping for kids) 
o   Allows children to make their own grocery list and 

check off items while at the store 

o   Helps them learn to read different items and count the

number of items 

o   Pictures are provided of over 100 common items 

$1.99 Not Available 

∙      iStudiez Pro (Organization / Planning) 
o   Schedule/planner/organizer intended for students 

o   Could also be utilized by parents to keep track of their 

children’s schedules 

o   Reminders can be set for important events 

FREE ($2.99 for full 
version) 

Not Available 

  

Games for Spanish-speaking Children Apple  Android 
∙      El Mejor Ahorcado (The Best Hangman game) 

o   Play Hangman in Spanish in order to practice 

vocabulary words 

$0.99 Not Available 

∙      Gengo Quiz Spanish 
o   This app shows a picture of a common object and 

provides 4 words in Spanish. The user must select the 

correct word to describe the picture. 

o   Possibly good for cts. with aphasia who need help 

with naming or recognizing objects & kids. 

$4.99 Not Available 

∙      Dora ABCs: Volume 1 
o   Play games to match letters to sounds, trace letters, 
and play other games involving learning letters 

$2.99 $0.99 

∙      Count and Write Numbers 
o   Learn to count and write numbers 1-30 in Spanish 

$0.99 Not Available 

∙      Preschool Playground in Spanish 

o   3 different activities: Doodle,Play, Learn  

o   Focus on Spanish words/sounds 

$0.99 Not Available 

∙      Dikie and Dukie: Funny Faces in Spanish 
o   Make 100s of different combinations of faces (picking 

different hair, eyes, and facial expressions). 

$0.99 $1.23 



o   Could be used to teach emotional regulation and 

recognition with kids in Spanish. 
∙      Apps Capital Social Funding educational collection 
o   All of these apps are educational games for children in

Spanish. They all feature the same characters, Dikie and 

Dukie. 

o   They make a science app, reading app, foods, math 

Most are FREE Most are FREE 

∙      Babyskool: Play with Me in Spanish 
o   Interactive videos provided a slow pace and bright 

colors to stimulate and engage the attention of infants 

o   Learning shapes shows many different shapes and 

colors; numbers presents numbers; and play with me 

contains many different games 

$4.99 Not Available 

∙ Meet the Shapes (Spanish):Figuras by Preschool 
Prep Company 
o  Games to play with a baby/toddler  

o  Child learns in Spanish with goal to switch over to 

English for easy generalization of knowledge 

$1.99 Not Available 

∙ Kids Spanish Lite  
o  Work on numbers or colors in Spanish 

FREE Not Available 

∙ Spanish Numbers Free 
o  For older children/adults working on receptive 
understanding of numbers in Spanish 

FREE Not Availabe 

 

Miscellaneous Therapy Apple  Android 
∙      My Billingual Baby (Speech for kids) 
o   Developed by a Speech Therapist 

o   Expose baby to the sounds of the Spanish language as 

early as possible (sounds, words, and phrases) in the 

context of games. 

$4.99 Not Available 

∙      Play2Learn Spanish (Speech for kids) 
o   Designed for children age 3-12 years old, both native 

Spanish speakers and those learning Spanish. 

o   Utilizes interactive playground scenes to allow the 

child to click on objects and hear sounds and the 

pronunciation of words. 

$1.99 Not Available 

∙      VAST-Autism 1-Core (Spanish) 
o   Combines video modeling and visual language  to 

support acquisition of language 

$7.99 Not Available 

∙      Toddler Time! Spanish 
o   Encourages children to repeat and copy vocabulary 
(shapes, colors, numbers, animals) 

$1.99 Not Available 

∙      Play2Learn Spanish HD 
o   Available in Catellano and Latin American Spanish 

$1.99 Not Available 



o   Designed for children 3-12 years, learning or native 

speakers 
∙      (Spanish) Speech with Milo: Verbs “Habla con 
Milo: Verbos” 
o   Enjoyable app to work on language skills 
o  Created by SLP for therapists 
o  Has instrucctions for parents and therapists 

$2.99 Not Available 

∙      HowToDoIt    Therapy (Home exercise programs) 
o   Developed by an OT 

o   Create customized step-by-step instruction sheets or 

tutorials with pictures taken with or uploaded to your 

iPhone or iPad. 

o   Create tutorials with pre-written or custom 

instructions that can be emailed 

www.howtodoitapp.com 

FREE Not Available 

 

 Tips for Appropriate Use of Apps  

● Making an effort to communicate with a client can significantly promote the patient-provider 

relationship. 

● Always use an interpreter/translator whenever one is available to ensure the most accurate 

and appropriate translation is used. 

● Be aware that literal translations of words from apps may not be exact translations of 

connotation.  Consult with someone familiar with both languages/dialects to clarify the 

connotations and denotations of words or phrases when in doubt. 

● Be especially cautious when translating information related to medical, financial, or legal 

aspects of care as the consequences of misinterpretation can be very detrimental.  
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∙      Mainstream technology, as discussed in this opinion piece, included the internet, computer software, 

computer hardware, portable devices, and computer games. 

∙      The type of technology utilized in therapy should be selected based on the client’s personal 

preferences (ex: activities that are meaningful to them, willingness to use technology). 

∙      Quick videos on mobile devices could be used for family education, home programs, and to record 

progress. 

∙      Games on phones and computers can encourage active participation by the clients; additionally, 

multiplayer games can foster competition and promote intrinsic motivation to participate. 

∙      Meaningful occupations are culturally and historically dependent, and in today’s society, it is important 

that technology be incorporated into treatment. 

 


